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Basic information

- Anyone can search the entire bibliography online with no registration or login.

- If you register with Zotero and request to become a member of the Linguistic Landscape Bibliography Zotero Group, Durk Gorter will approve your request. At that point, you can download Zotero ‘standalone’ to your desktop, and link to the online bibliography. You will be able to access all of the bibliography offline and sync newly added entries when your computer is connected to the internet. The interface of the Zotero standalone is more user friendly and has more features than the web-browser version.

Basic use

At the landing page for the LL Bib Group (Figure 1), scroll to the bottom and click on “Group Library.” This will take you to the database of bibliographic entries (Figure 2).
Browsing by Publication Type
Click the black arrow left of the ‘Publication Type’ folder to reveal the sub-folders then select a sub-folder for the type of publication.

Browsing by Location
As with browsing by Publication Type, click the black arrow to the left of the ‘Locations’ folder to reveal the sub-folders for geographic region. Within each region’s folder are sub-folders for each country.
Searching

- The default search box searches only the Title, Creator, and Year information. To search the full text of the entries (including abstracts), click the black arrow left of the search box and select ‘Full Text.’

- Searches are performed on the contents of the folder selected on the left side of the page. To search the entire library, be sure to select the ‘Library’ folder. To search within a Publication Type or Location, first select the sub-folder then enter your search term.

- Note that “Full Text” here does not mean the full text of the source material. Due to copyright limitations, only Dissertations and Theses are available for download, not the actual articles, chapters, and books cited in the bibliography. However, each article contains an abstract, books have the summary from the publisher, and chapters from edited collections contain either the summary from the editorial introduction or the first paragraph from the chapter.

- For example, the search below of the word “policy” in the Full Text of the entire Library gathered 21 references.
Creating References

Does the tedium of writing references at the end of your papers get you down? Just select an entry in the bibliography, click on the middle of the three buttons at the top right of the entry, select the style, then highlight, copy and paste into your work.

Click the middle button to open the Cite Item window.
Choose your reference Style.

When the citation is displayed... highlight, copy, and paste:


Please send any corrections or new additions for the bibliography to Rob Troyer at troyerr@wou.edu